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Findings and Impact

Terrestrial gamma-ray flashes (TGFs) are bursts of
gamma-rays related to lightning activity on Earth.
They can travel into space and be detected but not
precisely localized by the Gamma-ray Burst Monitor
(GBM) instrument onboard the Fermi Space
Telescope. The ground-based ENTLN radio lightning
detector network allows association of TGFs with
individual lightning strokes for localization and
analysis of surrounding lightning activity to gain
understanding of the TGF generation process.

The asymmetrical strokes that follow some TGFs
(see rightmost figure) but do not precede them
appear to validate the hypothesis that intra-cloud (IC)
lightning travels from an upper negative charge layer
to an upper positive charge layer, generating a TGF,
followed by a flurry of further lightning activity
between and through the layers.
The impact of this research, then, is two-fold. Firstly,
it provides additional evidence for the aforementioned
hypothesis. Secondly, using ENTLN for lightning data
as opposed to various alternative lightning networks
has allowed significantly clearer (higher SNR)
observation of the asymmetric stroke phenomena as
seen in the rightmost figure, allowing a more
confident interpretation of the data.

Timestamps of Fermi TGF detections were compared with those of ENTLN lightning stroke detections
corrected for gamma-ray propagation time to the spacecraft. Strokes with <200 µs time difference and Pvalue <0.05 were considered to be detections of the TGF itself (left graph). Other strokes were classified
as potentially associated with the TGF if within 30 km spatially and 13 ms temporally, as bin counts
outside this window return to background levels (middle graph). Then, having determined the locations of
the TGFs from ENTLN correlation, vicinity lightning activity within 1000 ms can be studied (right graph).
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